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By William X. Benson 

SUMXARY 

Tests of an g-blade contra-propeller of 32-inch dian- 
eter in combination with a 4-blade, 36-inch diameter, ad- 
justable pitch, metal propeller at pit& settings of 15', 
25O, 35c, and 45O at 0.75 B vere made in the :rihd tunnel 
at Stanford University. .- .--_ . --_ -8 

. 
The tests showed a significant increase in effective 

thrust of the combination over that of the propeller alone 
for values of V!nD soneahat below those for maximum e?- 
ficiency and T?ithout a corresponding increase of-poney m------- 
sorbed. From l/2 percent to 2-l/2 percent in propulsive 
efficiency Bas thus gained in this ran.ge. In all but one 
case, however, the peek propulsive efficiency of-the com- 
bin-ation was found to 'se from 1 to 2 percent less than 
that of the propeller alone. 

Counter torque on the contra-propeller amounted to 
about 50 percent of the propeller torque. 

INTRODUGTIOX 

Investigations of the fluid motion in the make of a 
propeller Lave shoyn that, in addition to an axial velocity 
increm9nt, there are also tangential and radial velocity‘ 
increments. The radial velocity Increments are s-mall and 
in this investigation have been presumed to 'oe of negligi- 
ble utility. Because of the tangential increments the 
fluid elements have a helical direction. 

The contra-propeller of these tests consists of eight 
airfoil-section fixed blades, mounted back of the maiti 
propeller. Its effect is to clzange t3e direction of the 
slipstream elements from helical to axial, thus increGing 
the time rate of changa of axial momentum, or t3rusfL E 
no change in direction or velocity of flom through the 
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main propeller disk is induced by the contra-propeller, 
there rvill be no change in pomer absorbed or thrust devel- 
oped by the main pro'peller and the possdble addition to 
effective thrust is the amount of the fornard force on the 
contra-propeller ‘blades (reference I.}. 

THEOXETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A simple blade-element theory of the contra-propeller, 
mhich may be employed in the prediction of benefits to be 
deriyed, is as follons: 

Consider a contra-propeller blade element (fig. 1) 
located in a region behind the main propeller where the 
angularity of the slipstream (i.o., the angle between the 
local direction of air flow and the axfs of rotation of 
the main propeller) is 6 degrees. Let CG be the angle 
of the contra-propeller blade element with respect to the 
axis of rotation. The angle of attack of the element is 
thus B - a. IPith CL as the lift coefficient of the el- 
ement, CD the corresponding drag coefficient, CR the 
resultant-force coefficient, and Ct a thrust coefficient 
of the form VA it may be seen that 

Ct CL = --;r sin (6 - Y) 

where y = cot -1 L -. 
D 

If B is greater than Y, ft is evident'that there 
mill be a resultant fortvard force on the contra-propeller 
blade element. It is also evident that the magnitude of 
the thrust coefficient rvill depend largely on the value of 
B. 

Although previous tests (reference 2) shored that the 
efficiency of the normal-form, well-desIgned air propeller 
might be increased about 2 percent over the full working 
range by the addition of fixed contra-propeller blades, it 
appeared desirable to determine the angle .S under vari- 
ous conditions for the particular propellers used in this 
investigation as a basis for the design of the contra- 
propeller blades. The tests of reference 2 were made with 
a 4-blade contra-propeller in combination with a 'Z-blade 
tvooden propeller of U.S. Navy type, 3 feet in dfameter and 
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of Z-foot geometric pitch. T,he.purpose of the present in- 
vestigation was .to deGarmine.'the p'ossiib‘flitie*s. for im- 
proved performance of the *con-ranticnal metal 4-blade ad- 
justable pitch propeller by, the addition cf an 8-blade 
contra-propeller. 

-- 

. 
By means of a cylindrical yaw head the slipstream an- 

gularity behind the propeller for each of four propeller 
Ditch settings was observed. Lieasuremants mere made alcng 
two radial lines, 3 and 9 inches back of the Dropeller 
blade axis for sa.veral values of 
working range. 

V/nD within t5e 'ncrmol 
E'igure 2 shorrs variation in stream angu- 

larity with V/nD for five radial distances from the axis 
of rotation and 3 inches back of the blade axis of the 3S" 
propeller. 

-- 

cross plots of slipstream angularfty against radial 
distance from the axis of rotation for three values of 
V/nD .are &own in figure 3. Corresponding curves for 
other propeller pitch settings,Iyare sfmflar in form. 

From a knowledge of the radial variation of slip- 
stream angularfty, it was possible to select an airfoil 
section and plan form for the contra-propeller blades and 
to make a quantitative estimate of the tctal thrust coaf- 
ficiant in the form C, = ' 

pn2 D* 
such blades night lze ax- 

Dected to develop for any propeller pitch setting and at a 
given value of V/nD. 

For the contra-propeller blades a Clark Y section mas 
chosen. Any airfoil with* a large L/D ratio would have 
'oeen satisfactory; the flat lower surface of the Clark Y 
made the setting of tLa contra-propeller blades convenient 
and the thickness was suita'ole for a cantilever contra- 
propeller Slada. r; 

Z'igura 3 shows that the larger useful values of slf_- 
stream angularity @ mere found at the smaller radii. 
It was avfdent from equation (1) that the blade-element 
thrust coefficient would qe.nerally vary dfrectly mlth 8. 
It therefore apnearod that, for a given area, the greatest 
thrust would be realized from blades of a tapered plan 
form with the wide end torrard the propeller axis. It vas 
also seen that little was to be gained by carrying the 
contra-groge.llor blades the lG-inch radius. 
this point the values c'f 

beyond Beyond 

efficiency, 
p were, at V/nD of maximum 

little more than' for Y corresponding td. the 
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maximum L/D of tLa Clark Y profile. It had baen plnnnod 
to use ZL cylindrical bodr 8 inches in diametor behind tho 
3-foot diamotor modal pronollcr, as being possibly rapre- 
sentstive of an en-;ine nacelle to nhich the contra-gropel- 
ler blades mould ba fastened. As a result of the fose- 
going considerations, the plan form chosen nns 12-inch 
span, 4-inch root chord, and 2-inch tip chord. Tha blade 
tigs vero rounded in much the same may as a conventions1 
wing 'Gil>. ' 

In order to determine the best orfentation for the 
elements of contra-progallar for the present problem, the 
following analysis mas anployed. Blade-element thrust 
coefficients ware calculated ,C ran equation (1) for various 
values of slipstraam angularity 8 and of blsda-clemant 
angle a. In thoso calculations the narodynanic charac- 
toristics of the Clark Y given in reference 3 mere used. 
These data mere used because they were obtained at a 
Reynolds Xumber closely epproximating the valua that rvould 
be attainable in the Stnnford Univorsity wind tunnel. Al- 
though the geometric asnact ratio of the contra-gropellar 
blades was 4, the characteristics of an airfoil of asnect 
ratia 6 ware used to ~110~ for the end-glnte, or tic- 
shield, effect of the faired body against which the.bladas 
ware butted. 

Figure 4 shows the cslculatad variation of at vith 
afrfoil angle a for each slipstream angularity 8. A 
line drnnn through the maxima of Ct shorrs that, if 8 
vcries -:ith radius, tho maximum integrated Ct for an en- 
tire contra-propeller nould be realized from twistad blcdos. 
Since, homeve r , the curves of Ct against cL are rala- 
tivaly flat, it may reasonably be expactad that nearly as 
bonaficial results could ba dorivad mare tho contra- 
?ropellcr blades without twist and set at a mean optimum 
angle mith rospact to the _nrQallar axis. Because con- 
struction was sinplor, tha bladas mara tharofora made in 
the form of unttvistad airfoils. 

Vith knomlodge of the sli?stroam angularity, it was 
possible to mako a quantitative estimate of the thrust 
coefficient that might ba oxnected from tho contra-propcl- 
ler for any propeller pitch sattAng and at a given 
BY 

V/nD. 
EX ngpraximata method of integration, aroas under curves 

of ct X &ord a;;ainsC ,radius of contra-propeller blade 
mQrQ detarmined. Tha integrals were converted to tha form 
T/p+@ 
ciont. 

for comgsrison'vith the propoller thrust coaffi- 
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For the spacific,ccse of the 35°.propeller at V/nD 
1.3 (maximum efficiency) and mith contra-propoller blades 
set at a mean optimum angle of lo, it was found that a 
thrust coafficiant of about 2 percent of the propeller 
thrust coefficient might be realized frdn t5o contra-pro- 
poller. This value, provided that there were no change in 
ponar coefficient, aould increase propulsfve efflcfancy 
about l-1/2 percent. For V/nD = 0.7 it appeared that an 
increase of 
expac#ad. 

2 percent in propulsive afficfancy might be 

Therefore, it saemed,possible that an increase in 
propulsive efficiency of about 2 percent over the full 
aorking range might be found from the use of a contra- 
propeller in the proposed investigation, as it had Been in 
reference 2. 

APPAL4TUS 

rind tunnel.- The ---m---P expert mental rrork with the contra-. 
propeller was done in the mind tunnel of the Danfal Guggen- 
heim Aeronautical Laboratory at Stanford Universit;lr.--This 
tunnel is of the Eiffel 
7-l/2 feat. 

tyDe nit5 a throat diameter of 
The maximum n&d velocity is about 93 miles 

per hour. 

Dynamometer.- ------ The prcpaller dynamometer at Stanford 
is of the cradle type and consists essentially of a long 
electric motor provided nith a direct-connected right-hand 
rotation shaft, The entire assembly Ts carried on t5in- 
steal-plate knife edges below the shaft axis. Thrust is 
measured by the force required to balance tha pull on the 
propeller shaft; torque is measured by the ncnent required 
to balance the torque reaction of the propeller on the dy- 
namometer body. The dynamometer is sllieldod by a sheot- 
mob1 cover to protect it f rom the action of wind forces 
other tkan those on the propaller. 

The torque of the contra-propeller was measured by 
restraining it from rotation by a vertical wire connected 
to one of the horizontal blades and loading to a sensiti,vo 
pan balance located above the wind stream. 

Xcdel II-- propellar.- The propeller used in tQese tasts 
was a a-foot dianeter, a-blade, adjustable pitch, metal 
model of standard U.S. Navy plan form and blada,section. 
The nomfnal gaonetric,pitch-diameter ratio was 0.7 from 
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0.6 R outnard to the tip. It gradually decreased from 
0.6R toward the hub to a value of 0.42 at 0.15 R. The 
plan form, seotions, and pitch distribution mere those of 
propeller E in reference 4. 

PsntrnzEoeallss. - The contra-propeller consisted of 
eight airfoils, of Clark Y section, 12 inches long, taper- 
ing frcm a 4-inch to a 2-inch chord, which were mounted on 
the surface of a body of revolutfon 8 inches in diameter. 
The tips of the blades were thus 'at the 26-inch radius. 
The blades were fastened to the body by a single stud at 
about 30 percent chord, th,us permitting turning to the 
desired angular setting. 

The body was designed far mounting either on a pair 
of ball bearings riding on the propeller shaft, or entire- 
ly independently of the dynamometer by rigidly fastening 
the skirt of the body to the dynamometer shield and ccnter- 
ing the nose by supporting mires attached td the tips of 
four contra-propeller blades. The Tire method of support 
rendered the contra-propeller self-restraining; the ball- 
bearing method required the balancing of the turning mo- 
ment by means of a vertical wire and countorreight. 

A view of the propeller in combination with the COD- 
plete contra-propeller is shown in figure 5. 

TESTS 

The following tests vere conducted: 

(1) Preliminary tests to determine the radial varia- 
tion of slipstream angUlari.ty for various values of V/nD 
and each p-repeller pitch setting. 

(2) Tests of the propeller at each pitch setting in 
combination with the body alone. 

(3) Tests of the propeller at each pitch setting in 
combination with the body and 8-blade contra-propeller 
for contra-propeller blade angles of O", 2', and 4'. 

It is standard procedure at the Stanford Lnboratory 
to obtain variation in the parameter V/nD through change 
in Irind velocity, keeping angular velocity constant. The 
rotational speeds used in the tests vere 2,000, 2,090, 
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1,530, 'and 1,100 r.p.n. for the 15', 25', 35', and 45o 
pitch settings, respectively. Different rotational speeds 
mere adopted because of the limitations as to stream veloc- 
ity and to power and rotational speed available in the dy- 
namometer, The Reynolds Bumbers‘ of the tests mere tfius 
from 0.11 to 0.06 full s'calo, assuming the full-scale pro- 
peller to be 9 feet in diametor and operating at 2,000 
r.p.n. 

The thrust and parer observations mere reduced to tho 
usual coc?fficionts 

CT = -F- 
pn2 D4 

cp = -AL.- 
pn3 D5 

rl P 
= r-i!! +,? 7 

=-iqnD 

nhoro 

T is the effective thrust. 

P. poacr absorbed. 

P* mass dansfty of the air. 

n, revolutions per unit time. 

D, propoller diameter. 

V, velocity. 

The initial tests of the propeller and contra-propel- 
ler combfnations shored considerable but inconsistent 
changes of poser coefficient mith introduction of contra- 
propeller blades and rith varLation of their angular set- 
tings. In these tests the body was mounted on ball bear- 
ings on the propeller shaft. Since it was evident that 
there might be errors in indicated torque due to side mind 
force upon the contra-propeller, the follorrfng test pro- 
cedure fTas adopted: 

(1) Thrust nas observed rrith the body and contra- 
propeller carried by ball bearings on the propeller shaft 
and restrained from rotating by a single vertical air8 and 
counterweight. 
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(2) Torque was observed nlth the body and contra- 
propeller supported independently of the dynamometer. 
mith this arrangement, the toraue tests indicated tliat, 
althoUgh there fvas some change -in.pomar coefficient due 
to the addition of the contra-propeller and to variation 
in the angle of the contra-propeller blades, these changes 
vero small and inconsistent and might be ascribed to ex- 
perimental error. 

In an attempt to justify the foregoing donclusion, a 
survey of velocity and direction of the air stream in the 
plane of the main propeller-blade axis (in front of the 
contra-propeller blades) was made. 'Fith-in the limits of 
measurement, no change in either direction or velocity nas 
induced by the contra-progeller blades. mithout an alter- 
ation of the air flor in the region in rrhich the main gro- 
peller ogerated, there could be no change in power absorbed 
or thrust developed by the propeller itself. 

It may be noted the.t a similar conclusion nas reached 
in reference 2. 

RXSULTS AUD DISCUSSION 

The Qbservationn for tests of,the propeller in combi- 
nation with body alone and in combination rith body and 
contr a-propeller blades at 4' are given in coefficient 
form in table I. 

Tests mith other contra-gropellor blade angles mere 
loss productive of beneficial effects. Presentation and 
discussion of them have therefore been omitted. 

In figures 6 to 13, thrust and Dower coefficients and 
efficiency are shown graghicjlly as functions of V/nD. 

Since measurements of tlnrust and torque were not si- 
multaneous, efficiencies could not be calculated for SYO- 
cific obsorvatians. The efficiency curves shown arc de- 
rived from tho faired curves of thrust and Domcr cooffi- 
cionts. 

Comparison of corrossonding figuros shows that, COX- 
trary to expectations, tho contra-propeller brought about 
no incrozse in peak Propulsive efficiency. There vas in- 
stead, in all but for the 250 propeller, 6 loss. At V/nD 
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somenhat below that for peck;efficieacy, definite gains 
from the contra-propeller sTcre ‘shown.' For the 15O p,ropol- 
ler the gain '~3s barely perceptible, but it became pro- 
gressively groater as the propeller pitch was increased, 
reaching about 2-l/2 $ercant‘,for t,ho 45°,propoller. 

T'hG failure of the contra-propeller to effect n pre- 
dicted incrensc in thrust and, thus of efficiency near the 
noak, and the suspicion that this failure might be duo to 
a difference between actual and assuncd drag coefficients 
of the contra-propeller bkadas led 'to such investfgntion 
of the effective drag coeffic,ioqts as could bo made. The 

. drag of the body 'alone was deducted from that of the com- 
bined body and contra-propeller blades at several angles 
of attack. Derived blade drag coefficients mere from 30 to 
6r3 percent greater than those of reference 3. 

Somo possible sources of lncreane in drag coefficient 
arc as follows: 

1) Localized hfgh velocity due to the presence of the 
body. 

2) Failure to realize'accurato Clark Y profiles and 
smooth surfaces. 

3) Interference at the j,unction of body and contra- 
proTeller blades. 

It may be a,ssuned that increased drag from source 1) 
mould not be Drejudicial because it rrould be accompanied' 
by a corresponding increase in lift. 

Vith respect to 2) it may be said that the profiles 
mere as accurate and the surfaces as smooth as comnercial- 
ly practicable. 

Interference thus appears to have been'the chief 
source of augmented drag in the contra-prcpeller blades. 
Interference drag might possibly be reduced by tvell- 
designed fillets. Small plasticins fillets VeEe tr'LEd 
but they Nere ineffective tolvsrd fmprOvemont. It may be 
remarked that in the tests of reference 2 tho body su;pport- 
ing the contra-pro>,oller blades was less'than half the di- 
ameter of that in the present tests. The junction cf the, 
blades and body was thus in a low-velocity make of the 
groneller hub and interference mas of possibly less conse- 
quence. 

- 
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Whatever its source, there vas evidently an increase 
in drag of the contra-propeller blades in the -oresent 
tests over that deduced from reference 3. In order to de- 
termine the probable effect of the a-o-oaront increase, fig- 
ure 4(b), similar to figure 4(a) was-constructed. For 
this diagram, lift coefficients of reference 3 and drag 
coefficients as derived from the blades in combination 
with the body Were used. Total thrust coefficients fcr the 
contra-propeller in combination with the 350 propeller mere 
then estimated. The results mere in close agreement with 
tests. It Fvas also seen from this diagram that an angle 
of 4O for the contra-propeller blades mould bo nearer the 
mean optimum than lo as indicated by figure 4(a). This re- 
sult mas also in agreement rsith tests. 

Counter torque o'f the contra-propeller nas observed 
for each gropellergitch and at each angle of the contra- 
pro_nellor blades. The observations were reduced to ratios 
of counter torque to propoller torque andaare ahonn in fig- 
ure 14 for the 4O aontra-propeller blade angle as func- 
tions of the ratio of V/nD to 'CT/nD for maximum officien- 
CY. 

COBCLUSIONS 

1, This contra-propeller does not bring about an an- 
ticipated increase in peak propulsive efficiency. 

2. This contra-propeller effects a significant gain 
in Drogulsive efficiency at a V/nD equal to about one- 
half that corresponding to maximum efficiency, 

3. The discrepancies betrveen anticipated and experi- 
mental efficiency gain may be satisfactorily eolained by 
a failure to realize the assumed aerody?amic'characteris- 
tics of the contra-propeller blades. 

4. Counter torque ,on the contra-propeller amounted 
to about 50 percent of the Dropellor torque for all pitch 
sottin.:s of the propeller and for all values of V/nD up 
to that corresponding to maximum efficiency. 

5. Despite the generally pessimistic results of these 
tests, the fixed-blade contra-propoller may bo useful in 
appreciably increasing the efficiency of airplane propul- 
sion grovided that relatively high effective lift-drag ra- 
tios can be realized from the contra-2rogellor blados. 

. 
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6. The possible ga%n in propulsive efficiency through 
the contra-propeller is small. In order to demonstrate its 
existence conclusively, apparatus and experimental tech- 
niquo of the greatest practicable accuracy should be em- 
ployed in further tests. 

Daniel Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Stanford Univorsity, Calif., April 1938. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

A -. 
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V/nD CT 

0.715 0.0152 
.654 .0344 
.604 .0492 
,552 .0624 
.504 .0749 
.471 .0816 
.420 .0930 
,373 .102? 
.331 .1096 
.298 .1163 
,260 .1215 

-. 
I 
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Propeller Coefficients 

&---- Propeller 

with bodg alone _---- 

V/nD 

0.714 
.655 
.612 
.569 
,513 
,474 
.446 
,392 
.347 
,311 
,275 

CP -- 
3.0217 

.0325 

.0395 

.0440 

. 0500 

.0537 

.0562 

.0597 
0611 

:0625 
a0631 

-1 I I?it% contra-proaeller at e --- 

V/nD 

t- 

0.709 
.657 

605 
:566 
.507 
.472 
.427 
.386 
,348 
.309 
.261 

250 Proweller ---__--- 

Tith bodp-alone 1 r ! 
'T nD / 

1.085 
1.030 

987 
:946 
,897 
,845 
.799 
,762 

689 
1640 
.592 
.554 
.490 
.437 

CT V/nD 

0.0400 1.084 
.0578 1.031 
. 0690 
.0801 

:941. 994 

.0902 ,899. 

.1012 ,348, 

.1116 ,799 
:1360 1208 .708 .754 

.1438 .644 

.1520 .589 

.1595 ,553 

.1685 .490 

.1757 .-I42 

CP V/nD CT V/nD CP 

0.0591 
.0718 
. 0788 

0902 
:0975 
.1065 
.1131 
.1182 
.1226 
.1290 
.1314 
.1332 
.1348 
.1376 

1.090 
1.933 

,992 
.947 

0.0392 
.0575 
.0679 
.0789 
,091o 
.1009 
.1126 
.1229 
.1304 
.1467 
.1550 
.1633 
.1718 
.1791 

1.081 
1.030 

,988 
.940 

. 897 

. 852 
803 

I754 
.715 

639 
:596 
.552 
.493 
.436 

. 897 
,846 
.799 
.762 
.712 
.647 
.596 
.538 
.497 
.447 

3,0588 
.0724 
.0808 
.0902 
.0969 
. 1060 
.1114 
.1172 
.1217 
.1274 
.1304 
.1334 
.1339 
.1367 

CT V/nD CP 

0.0168 
. 0334 
.0480 
.0574 
.@736 
.0816 
. 0931 
. 0999 
.1077 
.1145 
.1237 

0.714 0.0229 
.657 .0325 
.604 .0402 
.566 .0446 
,511 .0508 
.473 .0538 
.442 .0561 
.387 .0597 
.346 .0614 
.308 .r>627 
.274 .0634 

Bith contra-propeller at 4' ---- T 

. 
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TABLE I - 'Continued 

Propeller Coefficients 

Propeller 35O 

TTith hods alone 

V/nD 

1.580 
I.?520 
1.475 
1,409 
1.343 
1.278 
1,216 
1,151 
1.088 
1.022 

.930 

.866 

.790 

.700 

CT 

'3.0537 
.@662 
. 0778 
.0930 
.1068 
.1219 
.1330 
.1439 
.1553 
.1661 
.1731 
.1752 
.1768 
.1776 

1.566 0.1096 1;574 0.0509 1.559 
1.506 .1262 1.525 .0628 1.499 
1.449 .1410 1.465 .0777 1.449 
1,405 .1536 1.413 .0898 1,394 
1,336 .1710 1,347 .1034 1,331 
1,276 .1820 1.291 .1171 1.265 
1.209 .1955 1,214 .1331 1,205 
1,144 .2054 1.154 ./440 1.139 
1.084 .2133 1.086 .1588 1.077 
1.011 .2219 1.016 .1690 1.012 

,920 .2308 .956 .1757 .946 
.862 .2318 .859 .1803 .858 
.790 .2326 ,788 .1821 .784 
.694 .2355 ,699 .1851 ,695 

CP 

V/nD CT V/nD GP V/nD CT V/nD . GP 

2.082 
1.991 
1.921 
1,828 
1,763 
1.658 
1,573 
1.488 
1,419 
1,343 
1.244 
1,165 
1.099 
1.034 

.963 

0.0932 
.1096 
.1239 
.1401 
.1500 
.1653 
.1729 
.1757 
.1780 
.1767 
.I771 
.1782 
-1802 
.1812 

2.088 
1,999 
1,921 
1.851 
17756 
1.681 
1.591 
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Figure 5.. Side view of contra-propeller. 
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